International Business Plan Competition 2019

Technology & Management International Business Plan Competition

San Francisco Bay Area / Silicon Valley, January 2\textsuperscript{nd} to 12\textsuperscript{th}, 2019

New business opportunities made possible by advancements in transportation and information communication technologies within the San Francisco Bay Area transportation ecosystem

Department of Polymer Engineering / Professor Dr.-Ing. V. Altstädt / www.polymer-engineering.de
Why should you apply?

International competition with:
- University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign
- Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
- University of Sao Paulo
- University of Bayreuth

Benefits:
- Work together on innovative and exciting business ideas
- Learn to develop sound business plans
- Get feedback from experts from all over the world
- Develop your intercultural competence
- Support your career by building an international network
Program

Procedure
• Kick-off and teambuilding event
• Working on the business plan / excursions / expert meetings
• Final presentation

Costs
• 400 €
• Flight to San Francisco (participants book on their own)
• Food and drinks
• Covered: Hotel and competition fees
Requirements:
- Master student
- Diploma student at the end of studies
- Bachelor student at the end of studies

Application documents:
- Motivation letter in english
- Resumé in english
- Record of studies

Apply: tim@uni-bayreuth.de

Deadline: 11th of July 2018

For further information: contact Tobias Bubmann
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